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Video: The Covid-19 “Second Wave”. “Red Zones”,
Travel Bans, Quarantines, “Red Lists”
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“Red zones”, travel bans, quarantines, “red lists”. A “Second Wave” has been announced.
 The fear campaign has gone into overdrive.  Drastic state measures are contemplated,
including  restrictions  on  social  gatherings,  marriages,  funerals,  the  closing  down  of
restaurants and bars, the outright paralysis of civil society. 

From the onset of the Covid crisis in January 2020, far-reaching decisions taken by the WHO
and national governments have been justified by citing “estimates” of the Covid-19 disease
as well “statistics” pointing to a  Worldwide spread of a new deadly coronavirus originating
in Wuhan, China. 

Scientific analysis confirms that these estimates of “confirmed cases” are flawed. The tests
do  not  detect  or  identify  the  virus.  The  figures  are  often  manipulated  to  justify  political
decisions.  

Millions of people are lining up for Covid-19 testing, which contributes to increasing the
number of so-called “confirmed” Covid positive cases Worldwide. 

What’s the Big Lie? What’s the Smoking Gun?

SARS-CoV-2  is  NOT  A  “KILLER  VIRUS”.  The  fear  campaign  has  no  scientific  basis.  The
standard  RT-PCR  test  used  to  “detect”  the  insidious  Virus,  “cannnot  identify  the  Virus”.

The governments which claim “to be protecting us” are using meaningless and manipulated
statistics to justify the imposition of Covid-19 “Code Red”. 

VIDEO. Michel Chossudovsky, The Second Wave is Based on Fake Statistics
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